Abstract—This paper is based on the research work done on the life of Goddess Vaishnavi through predictions by various astrologers. It includes topics like Divinity, De-gripping, Husbands, Mind, Revenge and Purpose. She has 3 mothers: Saraswati, Kali and Lakshmi. She will lead a blessed life with the blessings of her 3 mothers. She is neither an incarnation of Goddess Lakshmi or Durga because she has an identity of her own. She is supposed to possess the powers of all 3 Goddesses.

Index Terms—Goddess, Vaishno Devi, Vaishnavi, Sherawali Mata

I. INTRODUCTION

Vaishno Devi is a Goddess who took birth during Ramanaya. She did penance and worshipped Lord Vishnu throughout her life. In Kaliyuga, she is supposed to incarnate again to merge into Lord Kalki. She will be an introvert that is carried forward from being a recluse in her previous life. There are 33 crore Gods and Goddesses in Hinduism and this research paper gives a glimpse of the happenings in the life of ‘Sherawali Mata’ as she is known through the predictions of learned astrologers.

II. DIVINITY

Goddess is supposed to be divine. Divinity is one of her attributes just as beauty. A Goddess is a female deity who is worshipped for her divine powers. Her powers come from a rare and solid combination of planets in her birth chart. Goddess Vaishno Devi is predicted to have 6 exalted planets in her birth chart. 5 planets will be exalted in Lal Kitab. These planets are Sun, Venus, Rahu, Ketu and Neptune. One planet Mercury will be exalted in Vedic astrology. Last time someone had 5 exalted planets were Lord Rama and Lord Krishna.

This is the reason why she will not succumb to any battle. There will victories after victory for each battle she faces. She will be well known both nationally and internationally. She will excel in her field to such great extents that nobody could have even imagined. She will get benefits from all directions.

The reason for her blissful life is that she will start off with 60% spiritual level thanks to her previous life doing penance. By the time she reaches 20, her spiritual level will reach 80%. Spiritual level is directly linked with happiness as shown in the charts below.

Goddess Vaishnavi possess the perfect soul because she attained moksha in her 2nd life only. Perfect soul is someone who sees in other people the images of her near and dear ones as said by Lord Krishna. She is unlike other Hindu Goddesses who are worshipped only in south Asia as she is worshipped by Christians as well.
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III. DEGRIPPING

When a Goddess takes birth as human being, she has the same requirements as any other person would have. The same requirements like food, clothing, shelter and love. A Goddess also needs someone who will fulfill her love requirements. That’s why she needs a partner for that reason. A Goddess is someone who has had all be it a fling, dating, affair and relationship. This knowledge helps in self awareness that eventually helps in achieving liberation.

Since fling, affair, dating and relationship are 4 separate terms, they shouldn’t be confused as synonyms. This is the ascending order of strength of relations:

Fling < Affair < Dating < Relationships < Marriage

Let us suppose that a Goddess experience all these relations with different persons for self awareness which helps in achieving nirvana. And once she gets married to a God, she wants to erase all these memories with other persons because there was no benefit in holding on to the past. Also she wants to be an ideal girl who has no boyfriends. To detach the past from her system, the concept of de-gripping comes into action. In the research paper ‘Generalizing and Neutralizing’, it is explained as one way to de-grip. There is yet another way for the same and i.e. to extend the accepted positive quality.

For example, Goddess had a relationship with RDA. When RDA accepted her as a partner, let us assume she was already a Chartered Accountant. Since all Chartered Accountants are intelligent, he accepted her one positive quality of intelligence. After break up, she wanted to de-grip RDA from her system. For that an extension of the accepted positive quality of intelligence is required. So she took part in a chess tournament and became a grandmaster. It is understood that all grandmasters are very intelligent. This way she got promotion from being intelligent to very intelligent. This way she made her relationship with RDA futile and baseless. Same theory applies to fling and affair.

IV. HUSBANDS

According to a recent research by 85raham85, some facts are revealed which is an eye opener. Before jumping to those facts, let’s see what is written in the Wikipedia. It states that Demon Kali will have 2 wives. First will be sister turned wife and other will be Goddess Alakshmi (Goddess of misfortune). While on the other hand, Lord Kalki will also have 2 wives: Goddess Lakshmi and Goddess Vaishnavi.

It is said that Kali’s sister turned wife, Goddess Alakshmi and Goddess Vaishno Devi are all the same. First Vaishnavi will marry Kali. Since Kali has a brother like image across the country, Vaishnavi also thought of him as a brother. Lack of knowledge leads to misfortunate things as Kali’s wife, hence she is confused as Goddess Alakshmi. Finally, when she reaches a state of absolute self knowledge, she will bring perfection as Lord Kalki’s wife Vaishno Devi.

Gurus use the technique of rating system out of 10 to see whether a couple is suitable for marriage. There are 2 ratings for a person. The current rating which shows where he stands and the potential rating which tells where he reaches at his old age. If the girl’s rating is more than a man, their marriage won’t last and will end in a divorce. The perfect couples are those where both girl and boy share the same rating. Demon Kali’s rating on a scale of 10 is 7. Goddess’ rating is 10/10. So the marriage between Goddess and Kali will be inauspicious. But it will be auspicious with God Kalki who also has a rating of 10/10.

V. MIND

There are levels of intelligence:

Bright < Clever < Intelligent < Very Intelligent < Brilliant < Genius < Divine Intelligence

Goddess Vaishnavi has a powerful and very intelligent mind. She exhibited her intelligence when quite young and as she grew older, she was promoted from being intelligent to very intelligent. She finds it difficult to control her mind. Let us assume she did Chartered Accountancy and gained the intelligence tag. But to reach this stage, she went through tension, depression, mental breakdown, suicidal thoughts resulting from extreme pressure, reappearing for a couple of papers, audio hallucinations, panic attacks, anxiety, emptiness or loneliness. After all C.A. has been regarded as the toughest course in the world according to Guinness Book of World records. C.A is more difficult than I.A.S. There is no gain without pain.

If she hides her dark side from public, it means that she is betraying her worshippers who think very highly of her because of her picture perfect life. She also can’t tell her dark secrets because it will ruin her image or impression on people. So what can she do? The only solution is to extend the accepted positive quality which is mentioned in the 5th segment (De-gripping). When you extend a grip by adding a new string like in the diagram, the grips gets a brand new label and some of its strings get detached because it doesn’t make sense relative to the new string. In the diagram, the intelligence tag had strings C.A. and dark side. When the intelligence grip got extended by adding a new string 3 i.e. becoming a grandmaster, the intelligence grip loses its base and gets promoted to very intelligent. Then the string 2 (Dark Side) doesn’t make sense relative to the new grip (Very Intelligent) and becomes de-gripped because String 3 (Grandmaster) is added to the grip.

Goddess Vaishno Devi can see reality in her dreams. It is because Mercury planet is exalted and it is the only planet that gives answers out of 9 planets according to astrology. Mercury planet is also her mukhya 85raham.
VI. REVENGE

Vaishnavi was in search of God from the very beginning because her purpose in life was to merge into God. While in school, she considered her teachers as Gods and Goddesses. Her learning was based on the fact that her teachers are pure. But when she realized that how babies are born and that all teachers had children, it affected her respect for all teachers. Her only revenge against her teachers who betrayed her was that 50 years from now when she became popular and all her teachers will either die or became old, she can share her group photos with her teachers. Now the whole world knew that the teachers she had are old or dead now. Being old or dead is a taboo to have and hence she took revenge against her teachers. She wants that only nuns should be allowed to teach.

Similarly in class, she didn’t fit in. She tried so hard to fit in. What she didn’t realize was that she was born to stand out. Her beauty got the attention but her personality captured everyone’s heart. Her classmates thought of each other as brothers and sisters but they considered Vaishnavi as the common wife of all classmates. They called her Bhabhi. She was humiliated by them. She took revenge against her classmates by rejecting all of their offers and proposals by staring a relationship with someone else.

Since she is popular, she became friends with many public figures. Their friendship didn’t last long because she possessed the perfect soul and they didn’t. It was a mismatch because of difference of opinions. That’s why she never had any friends on facebook. Also when celebrities realized that Vaishnavi is superior to them in terms of stature and position, they started troubling her by having physical relations with all her ex’s. She soon realized that there are plenty of evil kings and queens in Kaliyuga. Since celebrities were powerful people, she let God do the work. Eventually God kills all the evil Kings and took revenge on behalf of her would be wife Vaishno Devi.

VII. PURPOSE

The purpose of Vaishno Devi is to show direction by setting an example. A child will follow his parents’ footsteps or example and not their advice. Since she is a mother, we can call the people of the world as her children. She is there to establish righteousness. The best way that people will follow her is when she will look relatable.

She will answer the prayers of her children even when they don’t understand it themselves. If you are stressed, scared, over thinking, losing hope, worried, or struggling; pray and trust in God. Let go and let God. You don’t have to recite mantras because it will be impossible to recite long prayers when busy. Just a simple ‘Amen’ chant will do justice. Also if you can’t get someone out from your mind, pray for them and say ‘Amen’ whenever his thought is bothering you.
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